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Abstract

Langman and Cohn have written a paper entitled ‘‘If the immune repertoire evolved to be large, random, and somatically

generated, then. . .’’ This paper uses reductionist logic to prove that the minimal model of immunity proposed by Langman and

Cohn is the only reasonable description of the workings of the immune system. Here we analyze the logic behind this model and

show that the complexity of the real immune system contradicts the teachings of Langman and Cohn.
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1. Introduction

Immunologists would like to understand how the

immune system understands what it should preserve

and what it should attack. These two types of un-

derstanding are not necessarily the same. The first type

of understanding, ours, depends greatly on the clarity

of our reasoning from first principles, observations,
and experiments. The second type of understanding,

that of the immune system, is bereft of clarity, rea-

soning, and first principles; the immune system oper-

ates solely by observations and experiments. The

difference between the two types of understanding

arises because we understand using our cognitive

brains and the immune system, in contrast, under-

stands using molecular receptors; it has no brain—each
lymphocyte and each macrophage does its own thing

in the light of its own information. This is obvious;

why bother to mention it?

We bother to mention it because the human brain

sometimes confuses the two types of understanding.

The human brain sometimes confounds its under-

standing of the immune system by endowing the im-

mune system with clarity, reasoning, and first

principles. This imposition of human reason on the

immune system is illustrated by the paper by Rodney

Langman and Melvin Cohn, ‘‘If the immune repertoire

evolved to be large, random, and somatically gener-

ated, then. . .’’ [1]. The title of the paper is formatted in

the style of a logical syllogism that sets the stage for
clarity, reasoning, and first principles. The problem is

that the clear reasoning of Langman and Cohn is not

matched by the observed behavior of the system. The

immune system does not act in accord with either the

reasoning or the first principles of Langman and Cohn.

Each system has a different mind, metaphorically, that

is. In this response to Langman and Cohn, we do not

try to explain the content of their argument; you can
read their paper for that. Rather, we analyze the way

Langman and Cohn try to represent the immune sys-

tem logically—what might be called the form of their

argument. The clear logic of Langman and Cohn, we

believe, is not appropriate to the manifest complexity

of the immune system they, and we, are trying to un-

derstand. The divergence between the logic of Lang-

man and Cohn and that of the actual immune system
can help to clarify the difficulties in thinking about

complex systems.
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2. The paper

In their paper ‘‘If the immune repertoire evolved to

be large, random, and somatically generated, then. . .’’
Langman and Cohn propose to demonstrate that they

have solved the problem of self–non-self discrimination.

They do not present new data, but convince the reader

of the virtue of their ‘‘Minimal Model’’ [1] by showing

the logical flaws inherent in any alternative theory that
tries to explain how the immune system operates.

Langman and Cohn analyze the mechanism at the heart

of a competing theory, outline the conclusions this

mechanism imposes, add assumptions derived from

their theory and then demonstrate that the competing

theory arrives at a logical contradiction or entails a

conclusion that is not allowed or that cannot exist. In

this way, all theories other than the Minimal Model
reach a dead-end. The ideas of Langman and Cohn

stand on logic, symmetry, reduction, and deduction. But

the immune system, one of the most complex of bio-

logical systems, is not founded on logical simplicity. The

immune system is a paragon of complexity and needs

the tools of complex systems research to understand it.

2.1. The logic of Langman and Cohn

The attempt to turn complexity into logic seems to be

inspired largely by the thinking of classical physics.

Physics, through reductionism, has proved very success-

ful in discovering the basic mechanisms and underlying

principles governing all matter and all dynamics. The

reductionist approach is clearly stated by Albert Einstein:

The grand aim of all science is to cover the greatest

number of empirical facts by logical deduction from

the smallest number of hypotheses or axioms [2].

True to Einstein, Langman and Cohn propose a

theory that is logical, concise, simple, inclusive, and

above all, minimal. Scientists feel fulfilled when they

succeed to formulate explanations with such properties.
Yet physicists dealing with complex systems know that

it is not productive to try and apply the criteria of

concise simplicity at the level of single interactions

within a complex system. Such approaches are applica-

ble only at the level of the whole system, or perhaps at

the level of functionally distinct modules within a

complex system. Complex systems are complex precisely

because they resist reduction; their properties of interest
are emergent properties. Reduction to simple subunits

does not provide understanding. Strangely, Langman

and Cohn are faithful to classical notions that even

physicists are now questioning.

The authors apply a minimal approach to immunol-

ogy. They build for themselves a new lexicon and apply

it to dismantle the processes of the immune system.

2.2. To-Be-Ridded or Not

The new lexicon replaces the term ‘‘self’’ with the

term ‘‘Not-To-Be-Ridded’’ and replaces the term ‘‘non-

self’’ with ‘‘To-Be-Ridded’’. Langman and Cohn claim

that this new terminology resolves the question of ‘‘. . .
what we mean by the self–non-self discrimination.’’

They say that ambiguity is not a problem for the im-

mune system, but only for us, who wish to understand
what confronts the system. Once we use the right words,

which describe what the immune system has to do, the

ambiguity vanishes. The immune system needs only to

determine what is To-Be-Ridded and what is Not-To-

Be-Ridded.

2.3. Antigen-by-antigen

A key concept in the paper is the distinction between

interactions that are ‘‘antigen-by-antigen’’ and interac-

tions that are ‘‘epitope-by-epitope.’’ Any interaction

that falls into the category of ‘‘antigen-by-antigen’’ is an

interaction based on functional recognition either of

some general or specific property of the antigen, or of

some kind of knowledge of the meaning of the antigen

as a whole. We will return later to the biological mate-
rialization of this conceptual distinction. The second

term, ‘‘epitope-by-epitope,’’ can be understood simply

as the interaction between a peptide (or other chemical

subunit of an antigen) and an antigen receptor (para-

tope).

Throughout the paper, the authors use the two in-

teractions—antigen-by-antigen and epitope-by-epi-

tope—as exclusive attributes: an immunological process
or mechanism may either be ‘‘antigen-by-antigen’’ or

‘‘epitope-by-epitope,’’ but not both. Using these dis-

tinctions, the authors examine competing theories—

suppression, self-markers, localization, and peripheral

regulatory mechanisms—and uncover their logical

flaws. The reasoning is proof by contradiction; we are

left with only one conceivable theory—the minimal

model.

3. The minimal model

The minimal model is illustrated schematically in

Fig. 1. The model belongs to the long tradition (exten-

sively reviewed in [3]) of two-signal models. Antigen

stimulates the na€ııve immune cell to enter an initial state
(i), but the cell will undergo apoptosis unless it receives a

second signal from a T-helper cell. The authors report

that they have resolved the long-standing question of

how the first T helper cell gets activated without help,

but do not elaborate. Support for the minimal theory

rests mainly on proof by contradiction of the competing

theories. The only time the minimal model is used in the
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argument is when Langman and Cohn disprove regu-

lation by suppressor mechanisms.

Fig. 2 schematically summarizes the argumentation
for disqualifying alternative theories or mechanisms of

immune behavior. Each alternative proposition is stated

simply and its implications are developed. During

analysis, further assumptions are added to the path of

reasoning. Some assumptions are covert and some are

overt; we have color-coded each type. All the argu-

mentations reach a dead-end, marked in red. Only one

theory survives this reduction to logic—the minimal
model.

The propositions rejected by the logic of Langman

and Cohn are as follows:

Proposition 1.Autoimmunity is controlled by self-markers.

As the figure shows, the existence of self-markers

implies that effectors are selected by a sorting mecha-

nism that works at the antigen level. But if sorting

works antigen-by-antigen, then the whole system works

antigen-by-antigen. Now, according to the minimal

model, immune recognition leads to immune attack.

Any antigen the system recognizes it will kill. This ax-
iom entails two possible outcomes: if self and non-self

antigens would never share epitopes, it would be pos-

sible to use self-markers to prevent autoimmunity.

Unfortunately, Langman and Cohn acknowledge the

fact self and non-self do share epitopes and this would

lead to destruction of self-antigens, which is unaccept-

able. Therefore, autoimmunity cannot be controlled by

self-markers.

Proposition 2. Suppression controls autoimmunity.

If suppression controls autoimmunity, then suppres-
sion as defined by Langman and Cohn is at the antigen

level (‘‘recognition of one epitope on the antigen by the

suppressor cell dictates the response of any cell inter-

acting with that antigen’’). To sort suppressor cells that

respond to antigens rather than epitopes, sorting must

be done at the antigen level. On the other hand, Lang-

man and Cohn�s minimal model implies that helper

T-cells should also be selected at the antigen level. If we
add to this the (hidden) assumption that only one

mechanism is responsible for both the selection of helper

cells and suppressor cells, then we are left with the un-

acceptable conclusion of a selecting mechanism that

operates at the antigenic level. Therefore, suppression

cannot control autoimmunity.

Proposition 3. Autoimmunity is controlled by peripheral
mechanisms.

We assume an antigen A with two arbitrary proper-
ties a and b. If we have two ‘‘competing’’ mechanisms—

central (enclave) and peripheral—and we further assume

that each of them works on a different property of A,

then one of them might tell us to remove the antigen

while the other commands us to ignore it. This would

result in a contradiction between the two mechanisms.

Therefore, autoimmunity cannot be controlled by pe-

ripheral mechanisms.

Proposition 4. Anatomical site regulates immunogenicity.

Since a self–non-self decision must be made, and since
this decision is made at the epitope level, the proposition

that anatomical location determines immunogenicity

requires decision epitope-by-epitope. But there is no way

to tell the location of an antigen through its epitopes. We

therefore arrive at a contradiction. Therefore, the ana-

tomical site cannot regulate autoimmunity.

4. Reality bites

Langman and Cohn base their argumentation on

four assumptions: antigen receptors (paratopes) are

Fig. 1. The ‘‘Minimal Model’’ proposed by Langman and Cohn.
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Fig. 2. Langman and Cohn�s arguments against alternative theories: a schematic representation.
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specific for specific epitopes; the response to different
epitopes on the same antigen must be coherent; the

repertoire is random; and evolution guarantees that a

more fit mechanism will always replace a mechanism less

fit to solve a biological problem. All four assumptions

are problematic; they are contradicted by the data. Let

us examine each of these assumptions.

4.1. Specificity

The antigen receptors are assumed capable of dis-

criminating between self and foreign (or NTBR and

TBR, as Langman and Cohn prefer). The problem with

immunological specificity is that antigen receptors are

demonstrably degenerate. This degeneracy has been

analyzed mathematically to show that a single antigen

receptor might recognize up to 106 different antigens
[4,5]. Recently, actual experiments show that a single

T-cell clone can respond to many different peptides [6,7].

Indeed, studies using positional scanning synthetic

combinatorial libraries indicate that a T-cell clone can

respond to any of 30� 106 different peptides [8]. The

T-cell receptor has been shown to be physically flexible

and not as rigid as previously assumed [9]. Crystal

structures of TCR p/MHC complexes show the chemical
basis underlying this degeneracy [10] and give unmis-

takable evidence that the interaction cannot be strictly

specific. Observing that antibodies of lower affinity may

make better distinctions between two antigens than an-

tibodies with higher affinity, Van Regenmortel [12] has

concluded that, ‘‘Immunology shares with the whole of

empirical science the need to handle fuzzy sets and

concepts. . .’’
A one-to-one relationship between a paratope and an

epitope does not exist and cannot exist. Without speci-

ficity, how can a self–non-self decision be made on the

one epitope–one paratope interaction?

4.2. Coherence

The concept of immune coherence assumed by
Langman and Cohn is not intuitively clear and needs

some explanation. Coherence, is the requirement that

the ‘‘. . . response to each epitope on the antigen must be

in the same effector class.’’ Although Langman and

Cohn do not detail the different effector classes in this

paper, they do so in another paper [12], where they refer

to the effectors as: biodestructive (B cells and cytotoxic

T cells), regulatory (T-helper cells) and APC�s (cells with
no antigen-specific receptors). Rephrasing the principle

of coherence, we suppose it to mean that different cells

reacting to different epitopes on the same antigen should

functionally produce the same effect.

But, the principle of coherence is contradicted by the

facts. Experimental results show that different epitopes

on the same antigen are treated differently by the im-

mune system. Antigens are degraded into separate epi-
topes by proteolytic events within the APC and are

presented as individual MHC-peptide complexes; how

can responding T cells recognize whether or not different

processed peptides have originated from a common

source? Even the same peptide can elicit different im-

mune responses when administered at different sites,

with or without various accessory signals [13]. A T-cell

interaction involves the organization of multiple mole-
cules into the immunological synapse, where the TCR, as

one of the receptors on the T-cell�s surface, interacts

only with a fragment of the antigen in the MHC cleft.

Many other molecules—cytokine receptors, chemokine

receptors, integrins and others—have a critical influence

on the outcome of the T cell–APC interaction. There is

no way by which this array of signals can be reduced to

any kind of intrinsic knowledge of the whole antigen.
The only way the immune system makes sense of the

antigen is through its functional representations in the

system, which are the chemical dynamics of the process.

If we take the word coherence to mean agreement, then
the components of the immune system certainly do not

uniformly agree how to handle an antigen. Immune cells

mine the data available to each of them and respond to

the array of signals they see at the moment: cells mi-
grate, proliferate, differentiate, secrete, undergo apop-

tosis, cluster synapses, or perform other cellular

functions. There is no systemic decision of bio-destruc-

tion of a specific antigen at the scale of the whole system

and there is no such decision at the scale of the single

cell. Coherence is logical for minds, but non-existent for

lymphocytes.

4.3. Randomness

Although it is still unknown how large the actual

immune repertoire really is, various findings show it is

clearly not as large as its potential of 1012 different T-cell

clones [14]. The repertoire can still be called large.

Calling the immune repertoire random is something that

has to be proven. Although the process of recombina-
tion that generates the repertoire is random, the reper-

toire itself is not. Indeed, thymic selection, positive and

negative, ensures that the repertoire will not be random.

Many, if not most clones do not even reach the stage of

selection [15]. Moreover, maturing thymocytes are pre-

sented with only a relatively small number of peptides at

high concentration: 5–10% of all MHC�s on a presenting

cell will present the same peptide [16]. Reconstitution of
the T-cell repertoire after irradiation or viral destruc-

tion, shows repopulation on the basis of a small group

of self-antigens [17]. Negative and positive selection on

self-peptides provide a window of selection that is not

only limited in size, but also biases all T cells to recog-

nize self-like epitopes. It is no wonder that various

studies show the immune repertoire to be biased. Also
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significant is the fact that autoimmune diseases in dif-
ferent individuals attack a uniform set of possible self-

peptides [13]. In general, although the bias and the

reason for the bias are still unknown, it is clear the

immune system does not choose lymphocytes from a

random set of possible affinities, but rather selects only

certain of them. It is also unknown whether this selec-

tion is simply a filter or whether it directs the lympho-

cytes to evolve into some particular pattern [11].

4.4. Survival of the fittest logic

In many instances, Langman and Cohn justify their

argument based on the power of evolution to guarantee

the extinction of the less fit immune mechanism by the

more fit. Their reasoning goes like this: assume the ex-

istence of two specified mechanisms responsible for
performing some desired biological function. They

conclude that only the one ‘‘better’’ mechanism will

survive selection pressure. The one superior mechanism

will take over all the tasks that could be performed by

the less efficient mechanism.

The problem with this argument, like others invoked

by Langman and Cohn, is that it is not applicable to

biological phenomena. One organism does not become
extinct upon the appearance of an organism that de-

ploys a ‘‘better’’ solution for the same survival task, and

one physiological mechanism does not simply disappear

upon the arrival of a more reasonable solution to the

problem. Mechanisms do not survive only because

evolution found them to be ‘‘better’’ than other mech-

anisms; mechanisms remain because they fit their envi-

ronment. Our immune system is not superior to that of
invertebrates. It is not even superior to that of plants.

Trees live longer than do vertebrates. Does the ability to

recognize every possible molecule, an ability only the

vertebrate immune system has, give the shark any su-

periority over the squid who has no lymphocytes? The

evolution of any organism involves the use and re-use of

almost identical molecules and mechanisms present in

preceding organisms. Humans re-use genes and mole-
cules present in Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila,
but in more complex ways. These molecules and mech-

anisms exist because they create the equilibrium we call

the creature�s niche in the biosphere. A new physiolog-

ical mechanism is never the next level of development of

its predecessor, but is the reshuffling of building blocks

in a way that perturbs the system into a new equilib-

rium. An unsuccessful mechanism is not an inferior
mechanism; it is an unfitted mechanism. Survival is not

of the fittest; survival is of the fitted [13].

In their introduction, Langman and Cohn attempt to

portray the different views of what is self to the immune

system as exclusive: self might be defined by self-mark-

ers, non-self markers, or other means, but not by all at

once. They assume that the immune system cannot

contain different views of the self because only one view,
the ‘‘best,’’ must have been selected over evolutionary

time to replace the other, less efficient views. In fact,

however, the immune system does hold different views of

the self, simultaneously. Different views of the self per-

sist because the immune system scans different proper-

ties of the tissues in the course of regulating

inflammation. Self-markers do exist, but other ways to

regulate homeostasis exist as well.

4.5. Self-markers exist

Langman and Cohn prove that self-markers cannot

exist because if self-markers did exist, evolutionary

pressure would have considered them sufficient for self–

not-self discrimination and would not have needed to

evolve a somatically generated repertoire. But self-rec-
ognition does exist in the form of self-markers. NK cells

provide an example. NK cells respond rapidly to self-

cells infected by viruses or other intracellular pathogens

and to transformed cells [18]. The cytokine production

and cytotoxic activities of NK cells are regulated by a

family of receptors that recognizes self-MHC class I (or

similar) structures [19]. This regulation is based on sig-

nals from inhibitory and activating receptors, and one
can clearly see the ability of NK cells to make distinc-

tions based on the presence or absence of self-MHC

class I molecules on target cells [20–22]. The NK cell

asks other body cells a simple question: ‘‘do you express

a self marker?’’ if the answer is anything but ‘‘yes,’’ the

NK cell attacks.

Such a solution alone, according to Langman and

Cohn, would solve the problem of self–non-self dis-
crimination and an adaptive immune response would be

unnecessary. But does a self-marker really dismantle the

difficulties facing the immune system? Will an NK cell,

the perfect cell in a reductionist�s world, know how to

intensify the response, to diminish the response, to make

an immune response of the proper phenotype, memorize

the antigen it met and integrate all this to provide self-

maintenance [13]? The magnitude, duration, location,
and dynamically adjusted consequences of inflammation

are the responsibility of the immune system. The NK

cell triggers one kind of inflammation and is probably

also involved in the outcomes of triggering, but does not

solve the problem. The immune system is a complex

system because its function is complex. Seemingly re-

dundant mechanisms are needed and cannot be dispelled

by simple logic.

4.6. Complex systems

The paper by Langman and Cohn is an enlightening

example of an attempt to apply reductionism to a

complex system. Complex systems [23] are composed of

many autonomous agents that interact in parallel to
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achieve properties such as measurable emergence, ro-
bustness, multi-scale organization, and intricate net-

works. The new science of complexity [24], also called

self-organized criticality [25], complex adaptive systems,

and other names [26] investigates such systems. Complex

systems are characterized by networks. Consider the

brain: 1012 separate neurons do not create a system, but

1012 well-connected neurons make a brain.

The immune system is a complex system. Reduction-
ism has produced much information about the agents

comprising this system through their autonomous in-

teractions. We now know who the different cellular

agents are; we have ways of telling them apart; we have

ways to follow them through their lifetimes and through

their interactions; we can count, see, and tell apart the

molecules inside these cells and on their surface. We even

know, with various degrees of understanding, how to
make them work for us and how to alter their behavior in

pathology and health. Jenner saved millions of lives

without any knowledge of virology or of vaccines other

then the observation that vaccination works [27]. Peni-

cillin was discovered by an innocent mistake, and even

grandmother�s advice works [28].
We enjoy the same magnitude and scope of knowl-

edge regarding other complex systems too. For example,
we know almost everything we need to know about the

subunit ingredients that interact to create an economy,

about the gases and heat sources that comprise the

weather, about the CPU�s, hard disks, and network ca-

bles that make up the internet, and about the neurons

and their axons and supporting cells that make up the

brain. Still, we never presume to reduce inflation to two

individuals making a transaction. We do not think
about a storm as the sole result of gas-gas and gas-solid

interactions. Web transport or channel robustness over

web communication is by definition a non-reducible

property. Emergence of new qualities by the interactions

of many subunit agents is realized in the human brain:

can human understating be reduced to its component

neurons? Can knowledge, vision or passion be attributed

to any number of underlying components? Can logic be
broken down into two contradicting neuronal connec-

tion? Certainly not.

The immune system is as complex as the nervous

system. There is no way to derive its functions by dis-

mantling its subunit fractions.

Today, when scientific reduction has given us so

much knowledge of the cells and molecules of the im-

mune system, we can start to try and build our knowl-
edge from the bottom up and see how networks are

formed and how novel properties emerge at the level of

the system as a whole. Our database is sufficient to the

task, but we are lost in its complexity. To understand

complex systems, we need to build models of its net-

works. To build such models, we can no longer treat

models as we treat hypotheses. Models will have to be

dynamic and capable of being simulated with mathe-
matical precision. The models will have to be tested

using the computational machines that store the data-

base. The models will have to be measured and adjusted

to changes in the database. The immune system, as other

complex systems, will have to be understood as a subject

for dynamical mathematical analysis.

The complexity of immune reactions renders the tra-

ditional self–non-self disputations obsolete. What could
be the dynamics of self and not self? Let us suppose the

immune systemdoes know, by somemechanism, a certain

cell to be non-self. Does that help us understand the re-

sulting immune reaction: the inflammatory response?

Inflammation is where immune complexity leaves reduc-

tionism speechless. Inflammation is the result and the

cause of many cells working as cohorts through the ex-

change of countless molecules. Single cells make experi-
ments and single cellsmake observations. Intensifying the

reaction and stopping it are complex enough, even with-

out the need to recruit new cells, orchestrate the appear-

ance of the proper molecules, etc. Analyzing the network

that materializes from the experiments and observations

the cells make is where understanding may be found. The

immune system is about inflammation. The ridding of the

dangerous or the unwanted is the result of inflammation.
The fact that a certain antigen is self or non-self does not

bring us, or the immune system any closer to under-

standing inflammation.

The time has come to uncover the properties the

immune system shares with other complex systems.

Universally shared properties, such as robustness [29],

internal patterns [30], hidden power laws [31], and oth-

ers [32–36] might lead to the laws of emergent self-
organization. Emergent self-organization is the heart of

the immune system; minimal models miss the mark.
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